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Introduction

Health care delivery has evolved from a variably connected collective of individually owned proprietorships and independent hospitals to an environment in which physicians increasingly contract with or are employed by health care enterprises. While continuing medical education (CME) that is focused on the dissemination and maintenance of medical knowledge and the development of skills plays a critical role in helping physicians keep up to date, the authors of this manuscript believe the structure and delivery of CME have not sufficiently evolved to be broadly viewed by health enterprise leaders as a strategic or integral asset to improving health care delivery. Therefore, an evolution and a reconceptualization of the structure and function of CME are necessary to enable collaboration between leaders and improvement experts in health care enterprises and CME. In this paper, the authors describe models that better reflect a more effective role of CME within learning health care delivery enterprises and the implications of such models for these enterprises and the CME profession.

Background: The Context of Health Care

"CME is not keeping up with other methods that address identified gaps, align with outcome objectives, and address medical cognition. Systems like ours are making significant intellectual and financial investments in these [other] methods."
— Stephen R. T. Evans, MD, executive vice president, medical affairs and chief medical officer, MedStar Health (personal communication)

The delivery of patient care services is increasingly based in health care enterprises. These entities include hospitals in relationships with consolidated systems or chains, investor-owned practices, managed care organizations, accountable care organizations, medical homes, retail clinics, community health centers, and urgent care and surgical centers, among others. Four decades ago, care was delivered primarily by independent hospitals, independent physician’s offices, and specialty group practices and reimbursed in a predominantly fee-for-service payment model. In contrast, today’s physicians are increasingly employed or affiliated with health care enterprises through contractual relationships. A 2018 Health Affairs blog reported a near doubling of the percentage of primary care physicians and specialists in practices owned by hospitals or health systems [1]. A 2018 American Medical Association Physician Practice Benchmark Survey found that “2018 marked the first year in which there were fewer physician owners of their practices (45.9 percent) than employees (47.4 percent)” [2], a trend that has continued according to the 2020 survey [3]. A recent JAMA report noted that 355 physician practices, crossing multiple specialties and including 1,426 sites and 5,714 physicians, were acquired by private equity firms from 2013–2016; the number of acquisitions increased each year from 59 in 2013 to 136 in 2016 [4]. While the operational definitions of “private practice” and “physician employment” are not consistent in the literature, the direction and pace of practice-setting changes are clear.

Health care enterprises are increasingly focused on the “Triple Aim” of health care (improving population health, effective stewardship of health care resources,
and improving the patient care experience) [5]. They are also increasingly focusing on the appropriateness of care and avoiding overuse. Overuse refers to the provision of medical care or services that offer little or no evidence of benefit to patients and are duplicative, potentially or outright harmful, or unnecessary [6]. According to a report of the Institute of Medicine (IOM; now the National Academy of Medicine) [7], unnecessary services comprise the single largest source of waste in US health care, amounting to roughly a third of health care expenditures. Misuse is defined as failure to execute clinical care plans and procedures properly [8], potentially resulting in needless delays in treatment or patient harm. Overuse and misuse also expose patients to unnecessary harm. Time and resources spent on the overuse of some medical services divert time and attention from other interventions, leading to underuse of appropriate resources (many immunizations, for example) in large segments of the population (particularly those in underserved areas) [9]. In addition to a plethora of data collected from processes and outcomes of care, health care enterprises are increasingly examining patient-reported outcome measures, defined as “any report of the status of a patient’s (or person’s) health condition, health behavior, or experience with health care that comes directly from the patient, without interpretation of the patient’s response by a clinician or anyone else” [10]. Health care enterprises are also assessing patient experience of care using measures such as Press Ganey [11], Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems [12], and the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems [13] surveys. Patient experience is a component of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Value-Based Purchasing Program [14]. Improved levels of patient engagement have been shown to correlate with improved health care outcomes [15,16].

CME can help physicians and health care enterprises achieve the Triple Aim and improve the patient experience. In this paper, the authors articulate a vision for a more strategic role for CME within health care enterprises. The authors, who have substantive experience in CME development, delivery, and evaluation (DWP, DAD) and CME governance (DWP, GLF) also describe frameworks that CME professionals and health care enterprise leaders can collaboratively use to achieve these goals.

The Reality and Potential of CME

Physician education begins with four years of undergraduate (medical school) training, followed by graduate medical education (residency and sometimes fellowship) that lasts from three to as many as ten years. In addition, CME offers “educational activities which serve to maintain, develop, or increase the knowledge, skills, and professional performance and relationships that a physician uses to provide services for patients, the public, or the profession” [17,18].

The CME system recognizes that physicians should continue to learn over the ensuing decades of their careers. It assumes that physicians should be able to pursue their own learning interests based on their specialty and practice situation as part of professional self-regulation. The CME system developed gradually over the first part of the twentieth century, gained momentum after World War II, and became more formalized, including the development of systems of accreditation of continuing education providers, starting in the late 1960s [19,20]. Accreditation “attempts to confirm the quality and integrity of accredited CE [continuing education] by establishing criteria for the evaluation of the providers, assessing whether accredited providers meet and maintain minimum standards, and promoting CME provider self-assessment and improvement” [21]. While not all physician educational events or materials are accredited, those that are have demonstrated adherence to standards for planning, mitigation of bias, and delivery.

In its earliest stages, hospital rounds, conferences, meetings, and journals allowed physicians to keep abreast of advances in medical science. Since then, CME has advanced to include a wider array of modalities for educational delivery—e.g., videos, podcasts, self-assessment programs, simulation centers, point-of-care learning, interprofessional team training, and other online education, all of which have been even further accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, CME has evolved to include active learning strategies, incorporation of theory and evidence from the learning sciences, emphasis on educational activities based on data-defined gaps in care delivery, post-educational assessments of physician intent or commitment to change [22,23], and emphasizing outcomes of care in addition to changes in knowledge.

Fifteen years ago, the Conjoint Committee on Continuing Medical Education (CCCME) undertook a three-year initiative to “explore, agree on, and propose changes to the present CME system” [24]. The committee, composed of 14 major stakeholders in CME, conducted its work at the height of public and profes-
sional attention to the IOM’s seminal reports, “To Err Is Human” [25] and “Crossing the Quality Chasm” [26]. The CCCME report addressed aspects of licensure and board certification but did not explicitly mention the role of CME. Rather, it focused on the physician user and reporting and credit management aspects but failed to recognize the emerging changes in practice and the impact of those changes on CME. Hospitals and health care systems were only minimally represented on the committee.

Five years later, the IOM report “Redesigning Continuing Education in the Health Professions” [27] identified flaws in the structure and scientific underpinnings of continuing health professions education. It called for increased emphasis on interprofessional education and offered the possibility of better alignment between health care enterprise needs and CME. This report painted a new vision for continuing professional development, suggesting that health care enterprises appoint “a chief learning officer who would design and oversee a system of interprofessional, team-based learning that focuses on the delivery of evidence-based health care” [28]. Since the report, there has been an increased emphasis on interprofessional continuing education, including pathways for organizational interprofessional education accreditation. There have also been examples in some academic medical centers or integrated systems like Kaiser Permanente, where CME has a defined role in organizational improvement. However, a lack of alignment or integrated working relationship between CME and the improvement apparatus in many health enterprises continues to exist, even in health care enterprises that have an accredited CME unit.

CME continues to face several challenges. Tailoring education to a local practice environment is difficult when relevant, actual practice data is unavailable or insufficiently granular. Physicians largely believe they can accurately assess their learning needs [28] despite evidence to the contrary [29,30]. As such, they frequently select their educational activities based on self-perceptions of need instead of being guided by objective performance data. Despite evidence on the limited ability to impact practice, passive, single-session, and largely didactic activities are still common. Assessing outcomes beyond provider satisfaction, pre/post assessments of knowledge, or commitment to change is time-consuming and may be logistically or methodologically challenging and is thus underutilized. Credits for participation in learning activities are still largely determined by counting hours of learning time, rather than credit being awarded based on measurement of practice process changes or outcomes. Perhaps for these reasons, leaders of health care enterprises commonly perceive that CME is somewhat peripheral to the practice of medicine and the delivery of evidence-based care. Insufficiently few health care enterprise leaders have embraced CME as a strategic asset or change agent to help them meet their improvement and “Triple Aim” goals.

CME has historically focused on dissemination and maintenance of physician knowledge (“what to do”) and development of skills (“how to do it”). This focus continues to play an important and necessary role in serving the profession of medicine by providing a means for physicians to update their medical knowledge, pursue their learning interests and needs, and meet licensing, credentialing, and board certification requirements. Statewide and national organizations (e.g., state and national medical societies, medical specialty societies) will continue to play important roles in CME, particularly for physicians in independent practice and for specialty-specific content knowledge, procedural skills, and some aspects of state and national health policy.

However, the importance of tailoring CME to the local practice context will increase, especially given the increasing prevalence of relationships between physicians and health care enterprises. The authors of this manuscript believe a broader conceptualization and focus on the structure, function, design, and delivery of CME is necessary to better improve the quality, cost, and experience of patient care. Adequate and current content knowledge is necessary for ongoing care improvement. Consistent with outcomes frameworks proposed by Miller [31], Kirkpatrick [32], and Moore [33], CME providers will need to prioritize facilitating sustained clinical behavior change in the local health care enterprise environment. Health care enterprise leaders will then need to facilitate explicit inclusion of CME into their change and improvement apparatus. Yet, a recent survey of 26 different individuals working in CME highlighted a continued prioritization of knowledge-based, single educational activities over facilitating practice change [34]. In the sections that follow, the authors illustrate the gaps in coordination and alignment between CME and the health care delivery enterprise. The authors discuss how concepts from three different models of translating evidence into practice can be adapted to facilitate better integration of CME and health enterprise goals and strategies. The
authors then discuss the implications of these new directions for the training and job expectations of CME professionals and the application of new skills. Finally, the authors discuss the implications of these new directions for health enterprise leadership.

Integrating Health Care Delivery and CME

The following quotes (personal communications) from health care enterprise executive leaders exemplify the perceived lack of coordination and alignment between CME and the needs of their enterprises.

“I really like the idea of CME as a management tool that is integrated into and aligned with the strategic plan of the organization. Now our CME is a perk to fund the interest of the individual physician vs. being aligned with the strategy of the organization. A minority of the education has limited value to our organization.”
— Douglas P. Cropper, MHA, President and CEO, Genesis Health System

“In the thirty-three years that I served as CEO and President of the 310-bed Chesapeake Regional Medical Center, we required CME for staff membership. It was never related to a clinical deficiency or to strategic planning. We used internal and external benchmarks for quality improvement but did not relate it to CME programming.”
— Donald S. Buckley, MHA, PhD, President Emeritus, Chesapeake Regional Medical Center

“What is needed is a mechanism whereby CME programming can tangibly demonstrate its relevance and contribution to the strategic needs of the organization as it carries out its mission and serves the community.”
— Thomas M. Priselac, MPH, President and CEO, Cedars-Sinai Health System

In order to frame the following section, the authors offer a vignette:

The physician director of the CME Department in a statewide health care system has been informed that her department is being eliminated because of system-wide budget cuts necessitated by the COVID-19 pandemic. While appealing the decision to the system president, she was asked to show how department-sponsored CME activities have improved patient care. She describes two activities over the last two years where CME outcomes have been associated with improvements in care quality. The system president agrees to restore the department budget for one additional year, with the expectation that the department work with system improvement leaders and tangibly demonstrate its value in improving the outcomes, costs, and patient experience of care.

Over the past twenty years, the CME community has made progress incorporating the science of learning into educational planning. While this is an important and necessary evolution, the conceptualization, organization, focus, and delivery of CME must continue to adapt for the field to meet its potential of contributing to sustained improvements in patient health. CME needs to attend to the dynamic changes in the relationship of physicians with continually evolving health care enterprises. Enterprise-based CME professionals need to demonstrate value by designing and delivering gap-specific, theory- and evidence-grounded educational activities tailored to the context, culture, and operational structure of their specific health care enterprises. In turn, health care enterprise leaders need to financially support and facilitate necessary collaborations for these efforts. The objective should be to collaborate more effectively within health care enterprises to achieve integration with the enterprise’s performance improvement plans. The challenges are to objectively demonstrate and document the value of CME from the quality, cost, and service frame of reference of enterprise leaders and provide enterprise leadership with adaptable frameworks for implementing its application.

Several implementation-science-related models offer frameworks for an integrated role of CME in health care enterprises. These models provide a basis for a broader, multistakeholder development and evaluation of CME’s contribution to improved health of patients and populations. Previous authors have described how educators can use constructs from quality improvement, complex adaptive systems, diffusion of innovations, stages of change, knowledge-to-action, and other models [35,36,37,38]. In the section that follows, the authors highlight three additional frameworks that can be used as CME and health systems enterprises become more aligned in addressing gaps in health care. A single tool might be used, or different elements of these tools could be “mixed and matched,” depending on the specific intervention and opportunities to align with enterprise operational units.
Strategies to Facilitate Better Integration of CME and the Health Enterprise

Redesigning CME Interventions
CME providers frame their work in terms of educational activities [39]. Many of these educational activities are developed and delivered as single-session topics or as collections of related but still individualized topics delivered at a point in time (e.g., conferences with concurrent sessions), over a period (e.g., tumor boards discussing different cancers), or in print or other enduring modalities. The authors observe that current, aggregated educational data are not specific enough to determine the frequency or degree to which activities review previous learnings and build off one another (scaffolding). CME could provide added value to health care and health care enterprises if efforts were delivered as educational interventions or initiatives driven by and supporting the work of organizational leaders, including those responsible for improvement in safety, quality, cost and patient experience. These CME efforts could be conceptualized as longitudinal efforts similar to repeated Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycles [40]. Data from different sources (electronic health records, utilization data, insurance claims, public health and disease registries, medical literature, governmental quality reports, etc.) and individual and team performance data are analyzed to identify opportunities for improvement (“gaps” in the processes or outcomes of care). If analysis reveals deficits in individual or team knowledge or competence, then data-informed multimodal, longitudinal, interactive educational interventions are conducted. Education is followed by guided, longitudinal interventions allowing individuals and teams to apply and implement what they have learned in practice. If analysis does not reveal knowledge or competence gaps, educational activities step can be skipped, but guided implementation activities will still be necessary. Implementation activities are evaluated using the same data sources that identified the gap. The cycle continues, similar to iterative PDSA cycles, until unwarranted practice variation is reduced, and applicable “Triple Aim” outcomes are achieved. Involving physicians and other team members throughout the process could help streamline their work, engender engagement and buy-in with enterprise goals, and could contribute to enhanced physician/staff satisfaction (see Figure 1) [41]. Logic models graphically represent the shared relationships among the resources, activities, outputs, and outcomes or impacts for an initiative [42,43,44].

Theories of change explain how an intervention is expected to produce its desired results [45,46]. The authors recommend more frequently using theories of change and logic models to explain the role of CME in improvement interventions, guide the development of CME activities, and assess CME’s contribution to the outcomes improvement efforts.

Improving Descriptive Measures and Terms
Because CME is delivered in so many different contexts, the descriptive and evaluative lexicon used in CME is broad. While there are necessary trade-offs between flexibility (for context) and standardization (for comparison), the less well-defined CME descriptions and reporting terms (e.g., longitudinal, interactive) are, the greater the variability of their interpretation and use among CME providers and between CME providers and enterprise leadership. Common and specific definitions for terms, along with descriptions of the context in which they are delivered, would greatly enhance comparison among educational efforts and their relationship or contribution to outcomes of care.

Some metrics used in CME reporting (e.g., number of credits earned) appear straightforward, but problems occur in their interpretation, as credits earned are often based on attendee self-report of sessions attended, without measures of engagement. Other reporting terms are even less standardized and more subjective and are subject to high levels of inter-rater variability. For example, providers of accredited CME self-report whether their activities are designed to change practice. While several systematic reviews broadly outline the qualities of CME that are likely to result in practice change (longitudinal and sequenced sessions, reflective, interactive, feedback-based, multimodal, spaced, etc.) [47,48,49,50,51], to the knowledge of the authors, the degree to which this self-reported metric corresponds with actual use of these techniques is unclear. Additionally, CME providers likely differ in the criteria used to classify an activity as interactive and reflective. High-level reporting does not currently differentiate between the number or intensity of successful educational practices used.

There is not a simple solution to these definitional challenges. As a starting point, the authors suggest that CME providers specify how their activities address the improvement needs of the health care enterprise, meet design principles for effective CME, complement or reinforce other organizational improvement activities, and specifically define the measures they are using in
activity evaluation. Subsequent qualitative analyses of these narrative comments could lead to development, testing, and refinement of more specific definitions of these terms for aggregate reporting.

**Employing CME in Complex Adaptive Health Care Enterprises**

Health care delivery enterprises are complex adaptive systems, with varied interrelationships between individuals and groups with differing perspectives and baseline knowledge and skills necessary for change [36,52,53]. A few desired improvements in health care organizations (e.g., introduction of an electronic health record alert to avoid antibiotic-warfarin drug-drug interactions) may be relatively simple or straightforward. Although implementation may take time (to reverse established behaviors), simple improvements generally have evidence-based and widely agreed-upon solutions, relatively few interdependencies, and little if any need for customization of implementation. On the other hand, some improvements (e.g., implementation of a laparoscopic instead of an open surgical procedure) may be more complicated. In these cases, the technical aspects of performing the procedure for the surgeon may be evidence-based and clear, but implementation may require changes in workflow or affect specialties or disciplines differently.

Many desired health care enterprise improvements (e.g., implementation of new treatment pathways) are complex. These may entail reconciling differences in guidelines or evidence interpretation; responding to differences between national guidelines and enterprise regulations (e.g., medication formulary issues); and coordination, communication, and collaboration between different medical specialties or between physicians and other health care professionals. These improvements require multilayered, multifaceted, tailored, and longitudinal approaches. The authors contend that enterprise-embedded CME is better positioned than CME offered to wide and diverse (e.g., national) audiences to help operationalize and tailor known evidence, guidelines, successful practices (the “what” and “the how”) into the context and culture of health care organizations and units (“how to do the how”).

**FIGURE 1 | A Longitudinal Model for CME in Health Systems**

CME and Learning Health Systems

“Knowing is not enough, we must do. Willing is not enough, we must apply.” — Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

The National Academy of Medicine defines a continuously learning health system as “one in which science, informatics, incentives, and culture are aligned for continuous improvement and innovation, with best practices seamlessly embedded in the care process, patients and families active participants in all elements, and new knowledge captured as an integral by-product of the care” [54]. Learning health systems have a leadership-instilled culture of learning. They use real-time access to data and evidence and partner with patients and families to improve care. They incent transparent efforts to continually improve and offer high-value care. In addition, learning health systems employ team training and skill building, systems analysis, and ongoing feedback for continuous learning and system improvement [7].

Individuals must be engaged, learn, and evolve for the health care enterprise to grow and improve [55,56,57,58]. The success of organizational learning is judged by observable behavioral change, not solely on cognitive changes [59]. By partnering with other enterprise personnel (e.g., human resources, process improvement, and data analysis experts), initiative- or intervention-based CME emphasizing individual and team-based knowledge and skill development could make significant contributions to the development of learning health care organizations. Several existing frameworks can be used to help organizational CME evolve for this purpose.

Frameworks for an Implementation Science Approach to CME in Learning Health Enterprises

Implementation science is the study of methods to promote the adoption and integration of evidence-based practices and policies into routine health care and public health settings to improve population health. Implementation science uses theories, models, principles, research designs, and methods derived from multiple disciplines and industries outside of medicine (e.g., organizational development, quality improvement, industrial engineering, business management, social science). Partnerships with key stakeholder groups (e.g., patients, providers, organizations, health systems, or communities) are critical in the application of implementation science [60,61]. Medical educators and health system leaders are increasingly turning to an implementation science lens to help frame and evaluate the impact of their work.

Conceptual frameworks are used to develop and evaluate multifaceted interventions. Building upon previous research (often outside of medicine), these frameworks describe and explain concepts, assumptions, expectations, key factors, constructs, and variables that may influence an outcome of interest [62]. The use of conceptual frameworks may increase the generalizability of findings. Below, the authors describe three frameworks derived from implementation science that can be used to conceptualize, design, implement, and evaluate CME integrated into health enterprise improvement.

The Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR)

The Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) [63] was developed to identify factors that might influence implementation and effectiveness of multifaceted interventions and guide rapid systematic assessment of such. It contains 39 constructs derived from several theories, including Rogers’s diffusion of innovation [64] and Prochaska’s transtheoretical stages of change [65] in five domains:

1. intervention characteristics,
2. features of the implementing organization,
3. features of the external context or environment,
4. characteristics of individuals involved in implementation, and
5. the implementation process, which includes strategies or tactics that might influence implementation (see Table 1).

During intervention design, CFIR can help proactively anticipate facilitators and barriers (complexity, cost, inertia, competing priorities) to implementation. It can help tailor intervention structure and delivery across individuals, settings, and levels within an organization. CFIR can also identify barriers and facilitators to implementation in real-time rapid-cycle evaluation and suggest intervention improvement to stakeholders and leaders [66]. Stakeholders and subject experts within a health care enterprise could collaborate in different aspects of planning and delivery of educational and improvement interventions. For example, subject matter experts and informaticists could be responsible for gathering information on the strength of evidence.
### TABLE 1 | Domains and Constructs in the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention characteristics</td>
<td>• Intervention source (internal, external)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Evidence strength and quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Relative advantage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Adaptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Trialability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Design quality and packaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner (implementation organization) setting</td>
<td>• Structural characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Networks and communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Culture (norms, values)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Implementation climate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tension for change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Compatibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Relative priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Incentives and rewards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Goals and feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Learning climate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Leadership engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Access to knowledge and information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer (external environment) setting</td>
<td>• Patient needs and resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Degree of networking with other organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Peer pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• External policies and incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual characteristics (of those imple-</td>
<td>• Knowledge and beliefs about the intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>menting an individual)</td>
<td>• Self-efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Individual readiness for change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strength of individual identification with the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Personal attributes (motivation, values, capacity, competence, tolerance of ambiguity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation process</td>
<td>• Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Engaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Opinion leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Formal leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Champions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• External change agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reflection and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CME professionals could be responsible for the development of targeted, interactive, reflective, longitudinal activities for individuals and interprofessional teams that address knowledge, beliefs, skills, and self-efficacy. The CFIR model can help CME leaders new to or already engaging in accredited interprofessional continuing education more visibly align with the needs of health enterprises and leaders. Quality improvement and operational leaders could be responsible for implementation. Data analysts and embedded organizational researchers could be responsible for mixed methods evaluation of efforts.

**Multilevel Organizational Learning Framework**

Patients are cared for by physicians, who are embedded within teams, themselves embedded in practice sites in different communities, which together comprise a specific health care system. Systems, in turn, interact with other systems and function in the larger health care delivery system and society at large. Harrison and Shortell used this socio-ecologic framework [67,68], CFIR, and an organizational change framework developed by Ferlie and Shortell [69] to develop a multilevel organizational learning framework [70] that can be used to analyze learning health systems at and between multiple levels (see Figure 2). This model illustrates the potential roles that CME can play in providing education as part of longitudinal, connected learning organization initiatives. Clinical knowledge and relevant science from the external environment can be tailored for organizational education in collaboration with others (e.g., treatment options from external trials and guidelines in the general environment could be tailored to be consistent with local formulary practices). As with the CFIR example, interactive, case-based education can be delivered to individuals and teams to affect attitudes and application of knowledge in discussion with peers. Educational efforts can be tailored to different groups, addressing team communication skills and workflows. Potential facilitators of and barriers to implementation can be identified and shared to inform subsequent improvement/implementation activities. Additional emerging gaps can be addressed with follow-up individual or team/unit education, based on their specific needs. Organizational data experts and researchers can help gather and analyze results from implementation activities and identify best practices, which could be part of follow-up educational activities. Joint learning sessions between individuals or teams, middle management, and leaders can help facilitate
communication and joint problem solving across organizational layers while incentivizing continuing engagement and providing a sense of empowerment to individuals at the front lines.

**RE-AIM**

RE-AIM (Reach, Effectiveness, Adoption, Implementation, and Maintenance) [71,72] was developed as a framework for consistent reporting of research results. It has also been used to organize existing literature reviews on health promotion and disease management in different settings. The goal of RE-AIM is “to encourage program planners, evaluators, readers of journal articles, funders, and policy-makers to pay more attention to essential program elements including external validity that can improve the sustainable adoption and implementation of effective, generalizable, evidence-based interventions” [72]. It has been used to plan interventions to translate research into community and clinical settings [73] in topics including aging, cancer screening, dietary change, physical activity, medication adherence, chronic illness self-management, well-child care, eHealth, worksite health promotion, women’s health, smoking cessation, quality improvement, weight loss, and diabetes prevention.

The RE-AIM framework can be used to guide and evaluate topically focused improvement activities in health care organizations [74]. Table 2 lists and defines the five components of the RE-AIM framework and shows current and proposed new metrics that health care enterprise leaders and CME professionals could use in RE-AIM-based initiatives.

**From Attribution of Outcomes to CME to the Contribution of CME in Multifaceted System-Based Interventions**

Case studies can be useful in understanding the effect of CME on practice change if they include a detailed description of CME design features, the context and organizational culture of a given intervention, and the use of qualitative and quantitative (mixed methods) evaluations that describe enabling factors and barriers to success. Mixed methods evaluation is particularly helpful for examining why and if an intervention did or did not succeed. Examples of success (“positive deviance” [75]) should also include key elements of the intervention necessary for successful replication in other contexts while noting features that can be adapted to help an intervention better fit in a different culture or context [76]. Descriptions of unsuccessful interventions outlining lessons learned can also be useful to decrease the chance that others (inside or outside a health care enterprise) try (exactly) the same thing and expect different results. The SQUIRE framework, widely used and accepted in facilitating reporting on health care quality and safety efforts [77], should be used in external publications whenever possible to facilitate comparisons of interventions, assist with generalizability, and expand the CME evidence base. In addition to helping health care systems leaders, this kind of reporting can help the CME community refine its measures and descriptors.

To examine higher levels of desired CME outcomes (performance, patient health, community health) [33], CME providers and health care enterprises should consider approaches such as contribution analysis that focus on the extent to which different entities contribute to an outcome by examining “credible causal claims (of effectiveness) under conditions of complexity” [78]. Schumacher et al. suggest that a combination of contribution analysis and physician attribution analysis could be of value [79]. A realistic and practical approach (“what works for whom under what circumstances”) [45] would benefit health professionals and help align CME with the needs of health care enterprise leaders by describing characteristics of effective CME development and delivery for internal replication and external dissemination. It will also help evolve scholarly work in CME and systems science and ultimately benefit patients and populations.

**A Case Example**

*An Accountable Care Organization (ACO)* before the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. Its goals included improving the patient experience; decreasing variations in care, particularly in high-cost conditions and emergency department overutilization; and improving identification and treatment of mental health conditions. The system recognizes it is also considering system transformation post-COVID-19, continuing in particular to offer telemedicine while recognizing the pent-up demand for in-person services.

**Applying the Multilevel Organization Learning Framework**

The physician CME director recognizes these organizational leadership priorities are influenced by the payment environment (ACO incentives) and more general environmental issues such as the use of telemedicine and COVID-19-related health care disruptions. She realizes that departments and organizational units are likely to view these priorities differently, based on specialty-specific knowledge, varying performance incentives, individual
### TABLE 2 | Current and Proposed New CME Outcomes Measures Aligned with the RE-AIM Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RE-AIM Component and Definition [72]</th>
<th>Current/Commonly Used Measures to Evaluate CME Activities</th>
<th>Proposed New Measures (or Measures to Use More Frequently) to Evaluate CME Interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REACH</td>
<td>• # clinicians earning education credit (by profession)</td>
<td>• % of target audience attending each activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• # credits earned</td>
<td>• Sustained attendance across longitudinally, spaced activities (continued engagement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Credits awarded for each activity session (as in a conference with multiple sessions)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Credits awarded for each activity overall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• # of accredited CME providers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How do I reach the targeted population with the intervention?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EFFECTIVENESS/EFFICACY</th>
<th>The impact of an intervention on important outcomes, including potential negative effects, quality of life, and economic outcomes.</th>
<th>Knowledge pre-post test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How do I know my intervention is effective?</td>
<td>Individual debriefing and feedback after case discussion/simulation/workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Knowledge pre-post test</td>
<td>Attendee rating of activity objectives (especially behaviorally written objectives—“perform,” “apply,” etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Attendee ratings of activity relevance to practice</td>
<td>Attendee ratings of activity relevance to practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Attendee self-reported change in knowledge or competence</td>
<td>Attendee self-reported change in knowledge or competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quantitative pre/post activity measurement of selected outcomes</td>
<td>Quantitative pre/post activity measurement of selected outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• % of attendees who receive “passing” levels of performance (beyond pretest-posttest) in educational activities</td>
<td>% of attendees who receive “passing” levels of performance (beyond pretest-posttest) in educational activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Qualitative (narrative) analysis of attendee comments on anticipated usefulness of practice tools used in educational activity</td>
<td>Qualitative (narrative) analysis of attendee comments on anticipated usefulness of practice tools used in educational activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number and % of attendees making a change in practice</td>
<td>Number and % of attendees making a change in practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• % of eligible patients receiving an intervention (overall, by age, gender, race/ethnicity, etc.)</td>
<td>% of eligible patients receiving an intervention (overall, by age, gender, race/ethnicity, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• # and % of participants maintaining achieving target performance</td>
<td># and % of participants maintaining achieving target performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• % of eligible patients receiving an intervention (overall, by age, gender, race/ethnicity, etc.)</td>
<td>% of eligible patients receiving an intervention (overall, by age, gender, race/ethnicity, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Qualitative analysis of attendee self-efficacy [90] to make a change</td>
<td>Qualitative analysis of attendee self-efficacy [90] to make a change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ADOPTION                | The number, proportion, and representativeness of settings and intervention agents (people who deliver the program) willing to initiate a program. | Participant intent/commitment to change statements |
|                        | • How do I develop organizational support to deliver my intervention?                                                             | % of attendees planning at least one practice change |
|                        | • Participant intent/commitment to change statements                                                                             | % of attendees planning at least one practice change |
|                        | • % of attendees planning at least one practice change                                                                              | % of attendees planning at least one practice change |


### IMPLEMENTATION
At the setting level, the intervention agents’ fidelity to the various elements of an intervention’s protocol, including consistency of delivery as intended and the time and cost of the intervention.

- How do I ensure the intervention is delivered properly?

At the individual level, implementation refers to clients’ use of the intervention strategies.

- Setting (interventional design and delivery)
  - Attendee feedback on activity delivery

- Individual level
  - Participant self-report of practice changes
  - Objectively documented changes in practice (changes in quality metrics)

### MAINTENANCE
The extent to which a program or policy becomes institutionalized or part of the routine organizational practices and policies. At the individual level, the long-term effects of a program on outcomes after six or more months after the most recent intervention contact.

- How do I incorporate the intervention so that it is delivered over the long term?

- Setting (interventional design and delivery)
  - # of activities including >1/3 of time for practice /reflection/assessment
  - # of activities linked to an implementation plan
  - # of activities that are longitudinal and build on previous activities (spiralizing)
  - # of teams, facilities implementing practice changes
  - Implementation of new workflows to support a practice change

- Individual level
  - Qualitative (narrative) analysis of facilitators of and barriers encountered in practice by attendees, including whose work is made easier or harder depending on the change [21]
  - Practice audits (chart) or observations of behavior in practice
  - Patient feedback

- Long-term/continuous monitoring of quality metrics (run charts, etc.).
- Evolution of new workflows to help continue or maintain a practice change
- % of eligible patients meeting defined criteria for continuing participation in a program
- # and % of participants and teams maintaining target performance
- # and % of patients maintaining target goals

and team concerns, and patient pressures. Using CFIR, she asks for and receives system-wide communication from the system president, endorsing CME access to data and setting expectations for collaboration between departments, improvement leaders, and CME.

Members of the CME committee host a series of CFIR-based needs assessment discussions with clinical department leaders to identify areas where CME can assist departments in achieving one or more health system goals. The discussions include assessing department leadership readiness for change (inner setting), potential engagement of subject matter experts motivated to change (individual characteristics), and willingness of individuals within and across departments to serve as formal and informal leaders and champions for the implementation process. Members of the CME committee also look for opportunities to collaborate across departments and disciplines (inner setting).

As a result of this needs assessment, the CME committee decides to develop an initiative as a proof of concept—a longitudinal, spaced, multimodal educational intervention with individual feedback focused on the care of patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain. Goals include decreasing variation in imaging utilization and opioid prescribing, decreasing emergency room utilization, increasing screening for mental health conditions, streamlining interdisciplinary collaboration to improve the care experience, and using telemedicine to supplement in-person care.
Leadership, subject matter expert, and champion input (CFIR inner setting, individual characteristics, implementation process) is solicited from anesthesiology, behavioral health, clinical pharmacy, emergency medicine, family medicine, internal medicine, neurology, neurosurgery, nursing, orthopedic surgery, psychiatry, physical therapy, and radiology. Subject matter experts help identify relevant evidence-based literature. A series of educational activities, including an online review of applicable guidelines with a knowledge pre- and post-test, are developed. The Multilevel Organizational Learning Framework is used to target educational interventions at different levels of the enterprise. Individuals are then provided with relevant facility, team, and individual-level utilization, prescribing, and mental health screening data. CME leaders work with an interdisciplinary team and enterprise improvement experts to develop options and metric-driven aims for quality improvement for each goal. Small group education meetings are organized to allow individuals to talk with high-performing colleagues in their departments, provide peer-to-peer feedback in a safe environment, and commit to at least one practice change. Larger meetings are held to facilitate cross-department and interdisciplinary collaboration on improvement activities, identify potential barriers to implementation, and brainstorm methods of overcoming anticipated barriers. With individual and team end-user involvement, templates, reminders, and decision support tools are developed, tested, refined, and deployed in the enterprise electronic health record to reinforce learning and facilitate documentation and data capture. Each department is provided protected and compensated time to plan, test, and evaluate new workflows in a series of PDSA-based improvement cycles, with data, progress, and barriers discussed regularly at monthly meetings—ensuring that these changes do not inadvertently put an increased burden on physicians. Larger multispecialty, interdepartmental video conferences among local leadership occur quarterly to share best practices. A data infrastructure is developed to provide individuals and teams regular dashboards on their progress.

After one year, improvement is noted across all goals, along with further opportunities for improvement. A report is generated by clinical, improvement, and CME leadership based on the RE-AIM framework. The report includes Reach (departmental participation, number of individuals participating in educational and improvement sessions by specialty and discipline, and number of educational credits awarded), Effectiveness (pre-post-test changes in knowledge, longitudinal quality improvement data, and patient feedback on changes to the process), Adoption (comparison of intended to actual practice changes at the individual and team level, identification of system barriers to change and how they were addressed), and Implementation (number of individuals and teams achieving improvement, description of newly developed and implemented workflows, qualitative feedback on interdisciplinary and cross-department collaborations). The report is presented to the system president and the board of directors. One year later, maintenance is assessed by continuation of initial improvements, and sustainability of successful new workflows is monitored.

Implications for Strategic Alignment of CME with Health Care Delivery Enterprise Strategy

If CME is to realize its full potential, it is essential to develop a significantly expanded vision of its role, content, methods, integration, and measures of impact. The objective should be to position CME as an integral component of the managerial DNA of all health care delivery enterprises. Achieving this goal will require the development of a clearly defined and targeted impact strategy that is aligned with the operational needs and objectives of the health care enterprises with which most physicians are now affiliated.

To achieve this goal, CME professionals will need to provide tailored services in response to health care enterprise performance improvement plans and data, practice characteristics, and population health status. The resulting interventions should provide a bridge to operationalizing knowledge and skills into practice in the context and at the operating level of the enterprise. CME will need to collaborate with other leaders more consistently in the organization to identify and prioritize interventions based on timely and specific needs assessments. CME professionals will need to implement effective educational interventions (more than “one and done” activities) that address enterprise needs and contribute to outcome assessment aligned with the evaluation and management improvement plan of the organization. These CME interventions can help bring valuable outside perspectives to health care enterprises through identification and adaptation of national quality objectives and successful practices, particularly in areas of emerging evidence, like learnings from the COVID-19 pandemic. These steps are critical for alignment.

The New CME Professional

Beyond program administration, accreditation, and planning, the CME professional in this ideal future will
be able to lead educational initiatives produced in the unique context and culture of the health care enterprises they serve. These initiatives should be based on adult learning theory and evidence of effectiveness and grounded in systems and implementation science. In addition, CME professionals will need knowledge in quality improvement, research methods, organization of medical practice, and professionalism [80]. In-depth coverage of this substantial body of knowledge would typically require a sizable time commitment. Individuals who end up providing CME in well-resourced organizations may not require expertise in all these areas, but the authors of this manuscript believe familiarity with key elements of these disciplines would facilitate collaboration with others who have these skills. Deeper knowledge in these areas may be needed by individuals who end up providing CME in smaller, less well-resourced health care enterprises.

Several existing master’s degree programs in medical or health professions education [81] include elements relevant to CME. While respected in academic circles, these programs have not yet achieved the recognition or status among health enterprise leaders as advanced training programs in public health or hospital and health care administration have. It may be possible to expand or reconfigure these programs to include the added training to successfully position CME professionals in health care delivery enterprises (particularly those outside of academic medical centers). However, it may be necessary to establish new master’s or fellowship training programs specifically designed to produce enough individuals with the knowledge and skills to provide effective educational interventions in a health enterprise environment. Such programs would be consistent with recommendations from the 2019 Future of Medical Education in Canada Report, which emphasizes the need for continuing professional development leaders to have knowledge and skills in systems-based practice and to have access to formal training opportunities including coaching, collaboration, and assessment [82].

In the shorter to intermediate term, “practice pathways” can help develop the skills of individuals working in health care enterprises. Shorter, more focused curricula in areas of individual inexperience, particularly in organizational and implementation science, could be developed for midcareer professionals. These should include opportunities to work with and learn from others with improvement, analytical, or evaluative expertise. Regardless of the format, training programs should be rigorous and require more than self-study and multiple-choice tests. They should include structured curricula and multiple longitudinal, supervised experiences where trainees demonstrate successful application of knowledge in practice, receive feedback, and have opportunities to improve.

CME professionals must then apply this expanded knowledge and skill set in the activities they develop in service of health care enterprise. This will strengthen the rigor and alignment of educational activities with health care enterprise goals and will help demonstrate the value of CME professionals to the health care enterprise. While the primary intent is to strengthen alignment and collaborations between CME and health care enterprise improvement, the application of these skills could also be used to demonstrate compliance with several newer commendation criteria of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education [83].

Implications for Health Care Enterprise Leadership
Health care enterprises should expect that CME services demonstrably contribute to enterprise improvement. To do so, they must value, incentivize, and invest in CME services that are integrated into their culture and operations and responsive to their needs. Enterprise leaders should recognize and foster the professional development of individuals who can deploy the expanded CME skill set in addressing enterprise goals. Leaders should encourage, expect, and enable collaborations between CME services and others involved with enterprise improvement. Enterprise leaders should ensure that CME professionals have access to data to align, develop, and evaluate educational interventions supporting enterprise goals. Consistent with the goals of the National Academy of Medicine’s Evidence Mobilization Action Collaborative [84], enterprise leaders should also expect these collaborations to promote learning and improvement throughout the health care enterprise (including, but not limited to, physicians and other clinicians) by capturing learning, experience, successful practices, and data at the point of care.

Aligned with this vision, health care enterprises should consider developing compensated roles beyond the recruitment, hiring, onboarding, and regulatory requirements typically residing with senior human resources executives. These roles could include a “Chief Learning Officer” proposed in Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century [26], who would establish and lead a department with the
capacity and competence to provide ongoing enterprise-focused educational interventions and evaluation in collaboration with quality, safety, applicable service delivery entities, and other members of the health care team. Alternatively, health care enterprises might contract with an independent outside provider of these services offered by, for example, academic health centers. Health enterprise leaders should also provide compensated, protected, nonbillable learning time to the physicians and other health care team members who engage in learning interventions that elicit individual perspectives and specifically address common individual and enterprise goals of improving patient care and outcomes.

**Conclusion**

Health system and patient needs provide an imperative to reimagine an expanded role of CME within learning health care enterprises. To meet these needs, CME requires integration with organizational and systems science in planning, delivering, and assessing the impact of education. In turn, health care enterprises need to use aligned, internal CME as a lever for enterprise improvement [85,86] rather than viewing it solely as a cost or revenue center or a means to help physicians meet licensing or credentialing requirements. Given the ongoing challenges of the cost of health care delivery (exacerbated by challenges imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic), the authors of this manuscript are concerned that health care enterprises will decrease support and protected learning time for educational and professional development services not aligned with their improvement plans. In contrast, the authors of this manuscript believe that health care enterprises will invest in educational services that are clearly aligned with and demonstrate substantial contribution to the objectives of their performance improvement plans. The effectiveness of implementation science requires integration with organizational and systems science in planning, delivering, and assessing the impact of education. In turn, health care enterprises need to use aligned, internal CME as a lever for enterprise improvement [85,86] rather than viewing it solely as a cost or revenue center or a means to help physicians meet licensing or credentialing requirements. Given the ongoing challenges of the cost of health care delivery (exacerbated by challenges imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic), the authors of this manuscript are concerned that health care enterprises will decrease support and protected learning time for educational and professional development services not aligned with their improvement plans. In contrast, the authors of this manuscript believe that health care enterprises will invest in educational services that are clearly aligned with and demonstrate substantial contribution to the objectives of their performance improvement plans. The effectiveness of implementation science requires integration with organizational and systems science in planning, delivering, and assessing the impact of education. In turn, health care enterprises need to use aligned, internal CME as a lever for enterprise improvement [85,86] rather than viewing it solely as a cost or revenue center or a means to help physicians meet licensing or credentialing requirements. Given the ongoing challenges of the cost of health care delivery (exacerbated by challenges imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic), the authors of this manuscript are concerned that health care enterprises will decrease support and protected learning time for educational and professional development services not aligned with their improvement plans. In contrast, the authors of this manuscript believe that health care enterprises will invest in educational services that are clearly aligned with and demonstrate substantial contribution to the objectives of their performance improvement plans. The effectiveness of implementation science
frameworks in enabling CME-health enterprise alignment and collaboration should be evaluated. Table 3 provides example evaluation and research questions using the RE-AIM.

Finally, the authors of this manuscript believe collaborations between CME and those involved in health enterprise improvement, based on principles and frameworks from the learning, organizational, and implementation sciences, holds great promise for engaging physicians in addressing the patient care challenges faced by the health care enterprises in which they work. These collaborations can create bridges between micro- (physicians and other individuals), meso- (teams), and macro- (enterprise-wide) levels of health care enterprises [87,88], facilitating alignment toward common goals and enabling the development of learning health care enterprises. Combining “learning” and “doing” can help broaden the skills of CME and others involved in health care improvement and evaluation. The authors believe closer alignment, partnership, and integration between CME and health enterprise executive and improvement leaders is necessary to tackle complex problems and translate evidence (“the what” and “the how”) into health enterprise practice (“how to do the how”). Ultimately and most importantly, the authors believe this closer alignment, partnership, and integration holds great promise for improving patient and population care outcomes.
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